The Accelerating Medicines Partnership (AMP) Program was launched in February 2014 to bring together the resources and expertise of both the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the private sector to solve pressing challenges in various diseases and disease areas. Managed by the FNIH, the AMP Program is comprised of projects operating under the broad principle of delivering pre-competitive advancements to the research and medical fields to enable broad access and use of AMP research discoveries. A critical component of each public-private partnership in the AMP Program is an agreement among partners to make data and analyses arising from the collaboration publicly accessible to benefit the broader biomedical community. Individual AMP projects frequently establish public portals to rapidly disseminate data from their research efforts, and AMP-funded publications are required to be made available publicly within specific timeframes.

At the center of the AMP Program is a common goal of accelerating the process of bringing new and effective therapies to patients. AMP projects work towards this goal by identifying clinically relevant disease targets, improving identification of patients most likely to respond to a particular treatment, and prioritizing both safety and reducing the development timelines for improvements in patient outcomes and potentially life-saving therapies. Originally focused on three specific diseases, the program has since grown to 10 individual projects representing the contributions and participation of 16 NIH institutes and over 70 private sector partners.

This inaugural scientific symposium will celebrate the 10th anniversary of the program, highlight successful innovation and collaboration in each of the individual AMP project areas, and provide a forum for discussions and cross-collaboration in the broader AMP research community.

We thank you for being an integral part of the AMP community and invite you to participate in and sponsor this milestone event.
# Sponsorship Opportunities

The FNIH actively seeks private-sector support and participation in the AMP Symposium. Sponsorship support will be used to cover expenses associated with the Symposium. Any remaining balance will be used for the general AMP Program including expenses associated with spearheading the ideation of emerging AMP opportunities and AMP-related convenings. Sponsors will be recognized* for their generous support in the following ways:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Visionary Level Sponsorship** | $40,000 | - Recognition in podium remarks  
- Logo inclusion on poster reception signage  
- Logo inclusion in AMP 10th Anniversary Video (content released in Q2 2024) – prime placement  
- Logo inclusion on sponsor banner on registration page  
- Logo inclusion on rotating sponsor recognition slide displayed during event welcome and breaks (prime placement)  
- Logo inclusion on agenda and relevant pre- and post-event communications (prime placement)  
- Dedicated social media mention via an FNIH channel e.g., Twitter, LinkedIn, or Facebook  
- Option to exclusively sponsor a breakfast, lunch, reception or internet access (as available) |
| **Innovator Level Sponsorship** | $20,000 | - Logo inclusion in AMP 10th Anniversary Video (content released in Q2 2024) – tiered placement  
- Logo inclusion on sponsor banner on registration page  
- Logo inclusion on rotating sponsor recognition slide displayed during event welcome and breaks (prime placement)  
- Logo inclusion on agenda and relevant pre- and post-event communications (prime placement)  
- Dedicated social media mention via an FNIH channel e.g., Twitter, LinkedIn, or Facebook |
| **Pioneer Level Sponsorship** | $10,000 | - Logo inclusion on sponsor banner on registration page  
- Logo inclusion on rotating sponsor recognition slide displayed during event welcome and breaks (tiered placement)  
- Logo inclusion on agenda and relevant pre- and post-event communications (tiered placement)  
- Social media mention via an FNIH channel e.g., Twitter, LinkedIn or Facebook |
| **Explorer Level Sponsorship** | $5,000  | - Logo inclusion on sponsor banner on registration virtual event main page  
- Logo inclusion on rotating sponsor recognition slide displayed during event welcome and breaks (tiered placement) |
| **Ambassador Level (Non-Profit) Sponsorship** | $2,500  | - Logo inclusion on sponsor banner on registration virtual event main page  
- Logo inclusion on rotating sponsor recognition slide displayed during event welcome and breaks (tiered placement) |

*Note: For fulfillment of certain benefits, deadlines may apply.

The FNIH aims to secure funding commitments for the Symposium between October - December 2023. If you are interested in sponsoring this event or need more information, please contact:

Heidi Blythe, MPA  
Director of Strategic Alliances and Advancement  
(301) 443-1744  
hblythe@fnih.org

Courtney Silverthorn, PhD  
Associate Vice President, Science Partnerships  
Director, AMP Program  
301-827-8365
Yes, I/we will support the Foundation for the National Institutes of Health at the following level:

- $40,000 Visionary
- $20,000 Innovator
- $10,000 Pioneer
- $5,000 Explorer
- $2,500 Ambassador (Non-Profit)
- I would like to make a contribution of $___________ to the FNIH

Please list me (or my organization) in printed and digital materials as:

Name/Organization Name: __________________________________________________________

Contact (if different from above): __________________________________________________

Street: __________________________ City: __________________ State: _____ Zip: ________

E-mail: __________________________ Tel: __________________ Fax: ________________

☐ Attach .EPS Logo and Branding Guidelines

Payment information:

☐ Check Enclosed (please make payable to the Foundation for the National Institutes of Health)

☐ ACH Transfer  ☐ Check or ACH transfer is being sent on ____________

☐ Charge my credit card: ☐ Visa ☐ MasterCard ☐ Discover ☐ American Express

Card Number: __________________________ Exp. Date: _____________ Security Code: ______

Name as it Appears on Card: ______________________________________________________

Billing Address (if different from above): ____________________________________________

Signature: __________________________ Date: ________________

Please Return To:

Foundation for the NIH
11400 Rockville Pike, Suite 600
North Bethesda, MD 20852
Phone: (301) 402-5343
Fax: (301) 480-2752

ACH Electronic Payment Information:

Account Name: Foundation for the NIH Inc.
Account #: 62244666
ABA #: 021052053

The Foundation for the NIH is classified as a not-for-profit organization under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. Our Federal Tax ID # is: 52-1986675. Contributions are tax-deductible to the extent allowed by law.

My signature indicates I am authorized to make this commitment on behalf of:

Organization Name: __________________________________________________________

Authorized by Sponsor (please print): _____________________________________________

Sponsor Signature: __________________________ Date: ________________

For further information, please contact strategicalliances@fnih.org or visit fnih.org/AMP